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An ee tive Hamiltonian representing propagation and intera tion of
spin polarons forming in weakly doped antiferromgnets is derived. The systems be omes super ondu ting upon doping. Paring may be attributed to
kineti energy saving due to a parti ular type of motion of a spin bipolaron,
whi h orresponds to reep of a line onsisting of defe ts in the antiferromagneti spin ba kground whi h onne ts two holes. That line moves by
shrinking and expanding at opposite ends. The kineti energy term in the
Hamiltonian is ee tive at all stages of this pro ess, and the term related
to the magneti ex hange does not have to intervene, not like in the ase
of a single propagating hole, whi h lowers the kineti ontribution to the
energy. The ee tive attra tion is strongest in the undoped system where
the antiferromagneti order is most robust, but the super ondu ting order
parameter vanishes when the doping parameter de reases whi h should be
attributed to emptying the spin polaron band and approa hing the Mott
insulator phase. Sin e the normal phase representing a gas of single spin
polarons is unstable toward formation of bound hole pairs a pseudogap
forms in the ex itation spe trum.
PACS numbers: 74.20.Mn, 71.10.Fd

Re ently, a onvin ing justi ation by means of a numeri al method has
been provided, that the t-J model (TJM) be omes super ondu ting (SC) in
the region of low doping [1℄. The importan e of this result is related to the
fa t that TJM may serve as a minimal model to des ribe doped antiferromagnets (AF) whi h like in the ase of the uprates reveal the phenomenon
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of high temperature super ondu tivity (HTSC). A ording to some earlier
s enarios [2℄ underlying some analyti al al ulations for doped AF, superondu ity is mediated in that system either by redu tion of the diagonal part
of the ex hange energy, that orresponds to the Ising model, when two holes
o upy nearest neighbor sites or by the ex hange of spin waves . On the other
hand, it seems that the me hanism of binding in the TJM is well understood
in terms of the spin polaron (SP) and spin bipolaron (SPB) formation [3℄.
A lot of eviden e has been a umulated, by omparing results of numeri al
and analyti al al ulations, that su h a s enario is valid. As examples may
serve al ulations of spe tral density and ele tron momentum distribution,
opti al ondu tivity and urrent orrelation fun tion whi h takes a form orresponding to a staggered ux phase. Stimulated by appli ability of the SP
approa h to des ription of many properties whi h reveal weakly doped AF
we shall apply that method to the analysis of the hypotheti al SC state. Our
al ulation expli itly demonstrate that the lowering of energy, by redu ing
by one the number of broken bonds if two holes o upy nearest neighbor
sites is inee tive be ause holes an not hop on top of ea h other and a lot
of kineti energy is lost or in other words the value of the kineti energy is
raised. In addition, it turns out that propagation of spin ex itations in the
form of spin waves is not relevant to pairing.
In order to be more spe i we will des ribe now how to dene formally
a SP and a SBP. It seems that physi s of weakly doped AF is in a straightforward way governed by two obvious but opposite tenden ies to minimize
the kineti and ex hange energies represented by two respe tive terms in
the ee tive Hamiltonian for su h a system whi h is the t-J model. The
ex hange term prefers the AF orrelations whi h range is not ne essarily
innite. Coherent hole motion should somehow adjust to the lo al spin arrangement. If, for simpli ity, we assume that the spin pattern may by lo ally
represented by the Nèel state it is lear that the fast motion of a hole reated
in su h a ba kground mediated by the hopping term in the Hamiltonian reates defe ts (magnons) in the magneti stru ture whi h raises the magneti
ontribution to the energy. That rise tends to lo alize holes and thus it turns
out that a onvenient representation for quasiparti les in weakly doped AF
is a SP state dened as a hole os illating in a loud of magnons reated by
its motion and trying to lo alize it. Those magnons form strings pinning
holes to initial sites. Thus, the polaron wavefun tion may be interpreted as
a solution of a S hrödinger equation for a parti le in a potential well with
the enter at a site where a hole has been initially reated. Similar onstru tion may be repeated for a pair of holes reated at nearest neighbor sites.
By denition, all pro esses whi h give rise to delo alization are omitted in
the trial Hamiltonian that denes those potential wells. The S hrödinger
equations whi h dene a SP or a SPB in orporate pro esses related to the
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fast motion of holes with the rate  t and ount the diagonal part of the
ex hange energy. By applying the full Hamiltonian to the SP basis of states
we derive an ee tive Hamiltonian, whi h also in orporates pro esses that
have been negle ted at an earlier stage of the al ulation. The most obvious pro ess whi h gives rise to oherent propagation of a single qusiparti les
may be des ribed in the following way. A pair of defe ts in the AF pattern
of spins reated by two onse utive hops of a hole whi h has been initially
inserted at a given site into the perfe t AF ba kground, may be removed
by applying the transversal part of the ex hange term in the Hamiltonian.
Sin e the nal state represents a hole reated in the ideal AF environment
while the intermediate state orresponds to a string pinned to the initial site
that pro ess ouples ouples SPs lo alized at dierent sites. Lowest order
oupling between dierent SBPs may be understood in a similar way. Let
us onsider a hole, a defe t and a se ond hole whi h lie in a row on three
nearest sites. Su h a state may be obtained in two ways from a state that
represents just two holes in the AF ba kground. In the rst ase holes initially o upy the left pair of involved sites, while in the se ond the right
pair. In both ases the hole in the middle site hops outwards the se ond
hole. Sin e the nal state represents a string states pinned to dierent pairs
of sites, we noti e that SBP states overlap. If the hole initially reated at the
outer site follows the hole whi h has made the rst move, a state is obtained
whi h represents a pair of bare holes shifted by one latti e spa ing. Sin e the
hop is mediated by the kineti -energy term in the Hamiltonian, that pro ess
ouples string states related to SPBs lo alized at dierent sites and gives
rise to an o-diagonal term in the ee tive Hamiltonian. The annihilation
of magnons by the transverse part of the ex hange term may bring about
a transformation of a SPB into a pair of SPs (and vi e versa). It is lear
that su h an ee t will be produ ed if two magnons are removed from a
string that onne ts a pair of holes. Without dwelling mu h upon details
we present now the form of the ee tive Hamiltonian expressed in terms of
operators hi and hyi annihilating and reating spin polarons.
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Æ denotes links to nearest neibhbor sites. E1 and E2 are eigenenergies of
a SP and a SBP respe tively. Other parameters are fun tions of J , t and
amplitudes of string states in the solution of S hrödinger equations whi h
dene the SP and SBP.
We have analyzed appearan e of super ondu tivity in the ee tive model
by means of the mean eld approa h. The behavior of anomalous Green's
fun tions in the region of low doping rougly agrees with results of the numeri al al ulation of Sorella and olloborators [1℄. We observe that the
SC order parameter vanishes in the limit of low hole doping, whi h may be
attributed to emptying the spin polaron band and approa hing the Mott
insulator (MI) phase in the nominally half-lled system. Vanishing of the
SC energy gap related to the oherent SC state does not ne essarily mean
that the underdoped AF should reveal features of an ordinary Fermi liquidlike normal state, be ause the system of freely propagating spin polarons
be omes unstable against formation of bipolarons [3℄ whi h brings about
opening of a pseudogap in the spe tral fun tion of a single quasiparti le.
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